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PROJECTIVE MODULI AND MAXIMAL SPECTRA

OF CERTAIN QUOTIENT RINGSÍ1)
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ARON SIMIS

ABSTRACT. The projective modulus of a (commutative) ring is defined and

a class of quotient rings is given for which the projective moduli are arbitrarily

smaller than the dimension of the maximal spectra. Families of prime ideals of

Towber and maximal type are introduced herein.

Introduction. The projective modulus of a commutative ring A, denoted

proj mod A, is the least nonnegative integer  k (or oo)  such that every finitely

generated projective A-module with well-defined rank is the direct sum of a free

module and a module of rank < k.  The fundamental result in this context is Serre 's

theorem [9] which asserts that if A   is noetherian then proj mod A < dim max A,

where  dim max A   stands for the (combinatorial) dimension of the maximal spec-

trum of A.  Serre 's theorem has in turn been greatly generalized by Bass [2, Chap-

ter IV, §2l.  There is however a general lack of examples as to how the two in-

variants differ.

The purpose of this paper is to describe a general method of obtaining rings

whose projective modulus is arbitrarily smaller than the dimension of their max-

imal spectrum.  One of the main results proved herein is the following

Proposition 1.1.   Let A  be a domain whose prime spectrum is a noetherian

space of finite dimension and let. A    be a domain containing  A  which is free as a

A-module with basis of the form   1, 6, • • • , 0d~l for some  d>\.  Let  \P  \  be a

family of unramified prime ideals of A  such that, for every  a, there is a unique

prime ideal P'  of A'  lying over P  .   If S = A - U P   and S' = A' - \J P'   then

proj mod (S') - XA ' < (l/a')dim max(s') " lA'.

The prime spectrum of a ring is usually easier to treat than its maximal spec-

trum; it is the dimension of the latter however that is a sharper invariant.  One

would thus like, in the above proposition, to replace the condition on the prime
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spectrum by a condition on the maximal spectrum.  It turns out that to relate the

maximal spectra of A   and 5-1A   is not so simple.   This motivated and led me to

consider families of maximal type: these are families  \Pa\ of prime ideals of a

ring A   such that if S = A —   KJP„ then every maximal ideal of S~ A  is of the

form 5-1P    for some  a.  This is classically the case for finite families of prime

ideals and is a nice exercise; not so for infinite families.  Thus I give some ex-

amples of infinite families of maximal type.   As a bonus of these considerations,

assuming the families of prime ideals to be of maximal type, I obtain (cf. Propo-

sition 3-10) that the rings of Proposition 1.1 have homeomorphic maximal spectra.

This homeomorphism had been obtained in [6] and [lOl for particular cases and was

in fact used to prove the analog of Proposition 1.1.

Families of maximal type come about only to a certain extent for the study of

the maximal spectrum of S~ A  in its relation to the maximal spectrum of A.  The

whole question is certainly far from being settled; undesired situations can occur

at the very first examples.  On the other hand, one may try to characterize those

rings for which all families of prime ideals are of maximal type: this is the case

for Dedekind domains with torsion class group (cf. Proposition 3-9).

I will also consider families of Towber type: these are families of prime

ideals  \Pa\ oí a ring A   satisfying the condition that for any two elements  f,g £

UP   , there exists a nonconstant monic polynomial q{T) £ A [T] (depending on /

and g) such that qif/g) £ P A    for every a for which g £ P   (A     stands for the

ring of fractions of A  with respect to the powers of the element g).  It is shown

that, for a noetherian ring, families of Towber type are of maximal type.   It is also

shown that the families of prime ideals considered both in [61 and [lOl are of Tow-

ber type.

The present work grew out of a correspondence with Lissner who suggested

developing an idea of Towber.   I have recently been informed by Lissner that he

has a joint work with  K.  L^nsted which may imply some of my results; until the

moment   of finishing this paper, however, I had no knowledge of the content of

theirs.

1. In this section I will prove the first of the propositions mentioned in the

Introduction.   The following result will be used:

Lemma 1.2.   Le7 A  be a domain and let A    be a commutative A-algebra which

is a free A-module of finite rank.   Let \P   \  be a family of prime ideals of A  such

that, for every a,, there exists a unique prime ideal P    of A'   lying over P ; set

S = A-   \JPa,  S' =A' - UP;.   Then {S')'^' =5"^'.

Proof.  Since  S C S',  it is equivalent to show that the image of an element

s' £ S'   along the canonical injection  A'—►  S~ A'   is a unit.   By [3, §12, no. 3,
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Proposition 12], one is to show that the norm of s'   as an element of S~ A'   is a

unit of S~ A; in other words, one is reduced to proving that the norm of s'   does

not belong to  P    tot all  a.  On the other hand, the fact that there is a unique

prime ideal  P    of A    lying over  P    easily implies that A p, = A p    (cf., e.g.,
a a

[7, Chapter 2]). One may therefore assume that A   and A    are local and the struc-

tural morphism A —► A    is local; the result now follows from another application

of [3, §12, no. 3, Proposition 12].

If A   is a ring and M  is an A-module, an element x £ M  is said to be A-uni-

modular if the A-homomorphism A —» M  defined by a —> ax splits, i.e. if there

exists an A-homomorphism M —> A  mapping x  onto 1.   In this case, M y A © N

tot some A -module N.

Recall the fundamental result of the stable theory of projective modules:

Theorem 1.3 (Serre [9], Bass [2]).   Let A  be a ring whose maximal spectrum

is a noetherian space of dimension r < oo. If M  is a finite projective A-module

such that rank(M) > r at each point of maxA, then M  contains an A-unimodular

element.

Let me now proceed to the

Proof of Proposition 1.1.   Let M'  be a finitely generated projective (S')~ A'-

module such that  rank(M') > r/d, where r = dim maxS-  A.  Let M denote the under-

lying structure of S~ A-module of M'.  By Lemma 1.2, (S')~ A' = S~ A'  and, on

the other hand, S~ A'  is a free S     A-module of rank a" by a base change argu-

ment.   Therefore, since the rank of a module over a domain is the maximal number

of linearly independent elements in the module, one easily deduces that rank(M) >

r.  It then follows from Theorem 1.3 that M has an S~ A-unimodular  element, say

x £ M'.  Let me show that x  is also S~ A'-unimodular: the argument is essenti-

ally due to Lissner and Moore [61, mine is a mere adaptation to the present gen-

eral context.

Thus let /: M'—► SA   be an S~ A-homomorphism such that f(x) = 1.  De-

fine an 5     <4-homomorphism g: M'—' S~ A'   by letting

7=0 z = 0

for y £ M', where 6   = — a.-a,6—•••—a,   ,9 tot some   a „,•••, a ,   , €
' 01 a— I 0 '     a — 1

A.  The proof that g  is also  S~ A'-linear proceeds exactly as in [6] and will not

be repeated here. Now set g(x) = a /s, with a'   £ A'  and s £ S.  In order to show

that g (x) is a unit in S~ A' = (S')~ A'  it suffices to show that a' f. P'   for

every  a.  Again as in [6] one sees that a /s = 0        +   V j-l (c./z)f?;  or, multi-

plying by a common denominator u £ S,  ua   = ud  ~    +   X   ■ =o ^ '^'' ^or some
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b. £ A.   Now, for a fixed a, set P   = P and P'a = P'  and let k (resp. &') be the

residue  field at  P(resp. P ).   Because of the hypothesis on  P, k    is obtained

from  k by base change; in particular, one has that the residues of   1, 6, • • • ,

0        mod P'A'pi   form a &-basis of &'.  Since  zz 4 0 mod P'A'p<   (because  zz £ S) it

then follows that  ua   4   0 modP'A'', in particular a'  ft P'.

From the definition of projective modulus one then has proj mod(5')_  A' <

r/d = (1 Id) dim maxS- A.  To conclude the proof of the proposition one has only

to remark that the finiteness assumptions on the prime spectrum of A   are inherit-

ed by the maximal spectrum of S~  A  and use the following

Lemma 1.4.   Let R C R'   be rings such that P'   is integral over R.   Then

dim max R   = dim max R.

Proof.   The inequality dim max R   < dim max R   had been proved in [10].   The

whole proposition has been independently obtained by Ohm and Pendleton  [8, Prop-

osition 3-1 (ii)]-

The following is an amusing corollary for which I could find no explicit re-

ference in the literature.

Corollary 1.5.   Let A   be a Dedekind domain and let A    be the integral clos-

ure of A  in a finite algebraic extension of the quotient field of A.   Let  \P \ be

the family  of prime ideals of A   inert in A ; set S   = A   ~ U f"   where  P'   is

the  unique  prime ideal of A    lying over  P  . If A    is a free A-module with basis

1, 0, ■ ■■  , 0 for some d > 2, then (S')~ lA'   is a principal ideal domain.

Proof.   By the Krull-Akizuki theorem [4, §2, no. 5] or otherwise, A'   is a

Dedekind domain and so is  {S')~ A'.   The result now follows from Proposition

1.1.

2.  I will briefly show that the results of [10]—consequently those of [6]—are

a special case of the preceding section.

Let B'  be a domain and let  B  be a subring of B . Look at the evaluations

of fl [X j   •••, X ] (resp. B'[X v •••, Xj) at points of the set Bn = B x • • •  x B;

these are ring homomorphisms  v   : B[X  , • •• , X ] —► B (resp. v  : B'[X ., • • • , X  ]

—> b') defined for each  a = (a  , • • • , a ) £ Bn by setting va(f) = /(fl), where

/ £ B [X j, • • • , Xn] (resp. / £ B' [X  , • • • , Xj).   It is clear that v a is surjective;

on the other hand, one easily ckecks that B [X ., • • •, X ]/(X . - a     • • •, X   -fl)

~ B.  Therefore the homomorphism

B[XV • ••, Xn]/(Xl - «,, •• •, Xn - an) -» B[XV • • • , XjAer^

induced by the identity homomorphism is bijective; this implies that ketva =
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(X, - a ,,..., X    -a).  Similarly, kerf'  = (X , - a ,,. . . , X   -a) (ideal in  ß'[X]).
1 1» '      n n ' ' a 1 1'        '    n       n

More generally, let  P be a prime ideal of B[X  , • • • , X ]  such that  P' =

PB' [X j, • • • , X ]  is prime.  One can evaluate elements of B [X „ • • • , X  ]/P

(resp. B'[XV ■■, Xj/P') at points of V (P) = \a £ Bn\f(a) = 0 for all / £ P\.

These evaluations, still denoted v    (resp. v ), obey the same laws as the former

v   , v ' .  For instance, ker v    is the ideal of B [X ,,•••, X  ]/P generated by the
a      a a L    I3 7     w*        ° J

residues of X , — a ,,■■•, X   -a  .
1 1' '      n n

Given   0 41  W C V(P), consider the following multiplicative sets:

S = S(W) = {/ £ ß[Xj, • • - , Xj\    va(f) ¿ 0  for all a e W\,

S' = S'(W) = {g £ B'[Xj, ..-, Xj|   v'a(g)¿0 for all  a e W|.

It is a straightforward checking that

5 = 3^^ ...,Xj-Uker^,

SJ  = B'[Xj, ..., Xj- U kervj,

where a runs through W.

Proposition 2.1 (Lissner-Moore [6], Simis[lO]).   Let B  be a domain whose

prime spectrum is a noetherian space of finite dimension and let B    be a domain

containing B free as a B-module with basis  1, 6, • • •, 6 for some d > 1.  Let

W,   S,   S'   be   as   indicated  above   and   A'   = B' [X £, • • • , Xn]/P'.   Then

proj mod(S')-1A' < (l/a^dim max(S')- 1A'.

Proof.  According to Proposition 1.1 one has only to check that (1) the prime

ideals  ker v    ate all inert in A    and the only prime ideal of A    lying over ker v

is  kerf  ; (2) the assumptions on the prime spectrum of B  ate inherited by

S[X,, ••-, X  ]/P.  The first assertion is indeed immediate since  kerf   n

B [X., .. . , X ] = kerf     and  (kerf  )B'[X ,,•••, X  ] = kerf' .   As for the second
l '     n' a x a'      L    1' '      n' a

assertion, it is well known that finiteness of the Krull dimension is preserved

under polynomial extensions and homomorphic images; that noetherianess of the

prime spectrum is also preserved is a result of Ohm and Pendleton [8].

Observation.   It has been fundamental in § 1 to assume that A'   is a free A-

module with basis of the form   1,8,  • • • , 6 for some d > 1.  Thus, it will be

important to decide when this happens: I call this the  "existence of cyclic basis"

problem.  In [10] I surveyed several situations where A  was normal and A'   was

the integral closure of A   in a finite algebraic field extension of its quotient

field; in this setup, of course, the examples are not very many.   However, the pres-

ent work represents  a considerable improvement over  [10] in the sense  that A

is not assumed to be normal.  Thus, A    can be any subring of the integral closure

of A   (in a finite extension of its quotient field) provided it possesses a cyclic
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basis; in particular, any simple extension of a normal domain will do it (cf. [lOl).

3-  As I pointed out before, Proposition 1.1 is unsatisfactory in the sense

that it involves a hypothesis on the prime spectrum of A  whereas the leading

role is, in fact, played by the maximal spectrum of certain ring of quotients of A.

The same is true of Proposition 2.1; here the situation is even more serious since,

for a polynomial ring  R [X], if the maximal spectrum of R [Xl  is a noetherian

space of finite dimension then the prime spectrum of R   is a noetherian space of

finite dimension [8, Proposition 2.8 (iii), (iv)l.

For arbitrary multiplicative set S, the maximal spectra of A  and S~ A  can

be completely unrelated (for instance, let A   be local, let t € A  be a nonunit ly-

ing in at most "a few" prime ideals and let S  be the multiplicative set generated

by 7).  However, for certain multiplicative sets, especially the saturated ones,

some relation may be expected to hold.  For example, if S is the complement of

a finite union of prime ideals then at least dim max S~lA = 0 < dim max A !   How

far this relation remains valid for complements of arbitrary families of prime

ideals is unknown to me.  Naively, the source of troubles lies in three aspects:

(1) passage to quotients may not behave well enough with respect to infinite in-

tersections; (2) difficulty in showing that an ideal whose extension is an inter-

section of maximal ideals is itself an intersection of maximal ideals; (3) if S =

A -    UPq, then it may certainly happen that a maximal ideal of S~ A   is not the

extension of some    P  .
a

I wish in this section to consider the third of the above problems.

Proposition 3-1.   Let A  be a (commutative) ring and let  JP J be any family

of prime ideals of A.   The following conditions are equivalent:

(i) Every maximal ideal of S~ 1A, where S = A -   \J P , is of the form

S~  P    for some  a.

(ii) A?zy ideal of A  maximal among those not intersecting S = A — U P

is some  P .
a

(iii) The canonical injection max 5     A—> spec A  factors through the in-

clusion \P Ji C spec A.

Proof.  Easy from the definitions.

A family of prime ideals satisfying the above equivalent conditions will be

herein designated a family of maximal type.

Proposition 3-2.  Let A  be a ring and let \P  \ be a family of maximal type.

Set S = A -   UP  .   Then one has
a

(i)   The family  \S~  PA  is a family of maximal type of the ring  S~ lA.

(ii) // moreover   there is no inclusion relation amone the   P 's then S~  P
° a a
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is a maximal ideal of S~ A   for every a; in particular, max S"1 — \Pa\.

Proof,  (i) Let  T^S'^- \JS~ 1Pa and let  T~lQ  be a maximal ideal of

T~1(S~1A), with 0 e specS_1A.  Then Q  is maximal among the ideals of S-1A

contained in    KJS~  P . On the other hand, any maximal ideal of S~ A  is of the

form S~ P   fot some a by assumption. Therefore 0 = S~  Pa fot some a, hence,

for this a,  T~lQ = T-1 (S_1P ).

(ii) Given 5-1Pa, let M emax5_1A  contain    5-1Pa; by hypothesis, M =

5~  Pi   for some a'.  Therefore  P   CP ', hence  P„=Pni   by assumption.
ûl a. a a a-        J *-

Families of maximal type behave fairly well under homomorphic images:

Proposition 3-3-  Let A  be a ring and TV fl72 ideal, let \P A be a family of

prime ideals such that TV C P    for every a.   If \Pa\  is of maximal type then

\P /N\ is of maximal type.   Conversely, if every ideal of A, maximal among the

ideals included in    UP • contains N then \PA is of maximal type if \P /N\ is.

Proof.  Firstly, f(S) = (A /TV) -  \J(PjN), where f : A -> A//V is the canoni-

cal homomorphism.  Next one has a commutative diagram

/
A -► A/7V

I I
S"*A -► f(S)~AA/N)

where the lower arrow S~ '/: S~ lA —► f(S)~ '(A/TV)  is canonically defined by

a/s >—♦ f(a)/f(s). Now, if Q £ specA  is such that TV CO then one obtains the

following "key relation": f(S)~l(Q/N) = (S~xf)(S~lQ).  Since S~lf is surjective,

it   follows   that   5_IQemax   S~lA   whenever   one   has   f(S)~1 (0/N) £

max (/(S)-1(A/TV)).  If, moreover, [Pi is of maximal type then S~1Q=S~lP    for

some a, hence Q = P  .

Conversely, suppose that every ideal of A, maximal among those contained in

U  Pa, contains TV.  If S~1Q £ max5_1A one then has TV C 0  and, from the "key

relation", f(S)~1(Q/N)  is a maximal ideal of f(S)~(A/N).  Since the family

jPa/TV!  is assumed to be of maximal type, f(S)~ \0/N) = f{S)~1{Pa/N) fot some

a. Another use of the "key relation " now yields  {S~ 1f){S ~ lQ) = {S~ lf) {S~ 1Pa),

hence 5_10 =5-1P   .
— a

Observation.  It should perhaps be pointed out at this stage that the question

whether a family of prime ideals is of maximal type is highly nongeometrical.

To be precise, if A  is a ring and  E C A  a subset, denote by   V (£)  the set of

prime ideals of A   containing E.  If I is the ideal generated by  E, clearly  V{E) =

V(/).  In particular, V( U E  ) = V{ L P J  if \P a\ is a family of prime ideals of

A  and if the P  's are comaximal then V( U RA = V{A) = 0.   Thus, in this case,

knowing that  V{0) D V{ U Pa) = 0 does not help to decide about 0  and the

P   's as sets.
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Since deciding whether a family is of maximal type can be very difficult, it

is convenient to have a stronger concept which may be more accessible to check

in practice.

Definition 3-4.   Let A   be a ring and let  \P  ! be a family of prime ideals of

A.  An ordered pair (/, g)  such that /, g £ \J P    is said to be a Towber pair with

respect to  \P   \ if there exists a nonconstant monic polynomial  F(T) £ A [T]  such

that F(f/g) i PA    tot every a for which g £ P  .  The family  \P a\ itself is said

to be of Towber type if every ordered pair (/, g)  such that /, g £ [>JP a is a Tow-

ber pair with respect to \P   |.

Families of Towber type also behave as desired under homomorphic images.

More precisely

Proposition 3-3 (bis).   Let A   be a ring and N an ideal, let  \P   \ be a family

of prime ideals of A  such that N C P    ¡or every a.  A pair (/, g) such that

f, g £  UP      is a Towber pair with respect to  \P   \  if and only if the pair (/, g)

is a Towber pair with respect to  \P /N\, where f (resp.~g) denotes the residue of

f (resp. g) mod N.  In particular, \P   \ is a family of Towber type if and only if

\P  /N\  is a family of Towber type.

Proof.  Given /, g £ A   one has the following commutative diagram of ring-

homomorphisms :

A[T]-► (A/N)[T]

where the arrow A [Tl —» A    (resp. (A/N)[T] —» (A/N)-)  is evalutaion at f /g

(tesp.f/g).   The desired result easily follows by noting that (P /N) (A/N)— íü

PaA   /NA     and by juggling with evaluations.

Corollary 3-4.   Let A   be a ring and let A     , be its reduced ring with the

canonical surjection  f; A —* A     ,. A family \P   \ of prime ideals of A   is of maxi-

mal type (resp. Towber type)  if and only if the family  {/(P  )}  is of maximal type

(resp. Towber type).

The next result establishes a connection between the above concepts.

Proposition 3-5-   Let A  be a noetherian ring and let \P   \ be a family of

prime ideals of A. If IP   \   is of Towber type then it is of maximal type.
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Proof.  Let S~1P be a maximal ideal of 5_1A, where 5 = A -  {JPa-  Since

A   is noetherian, P = (/,, • • • , / ).  The result is clearly true for n = 1   without

assuming the family jP   ! to be of Towber type.   One proceeds by induction on n,

using homogenization of polynomials.  Thus, assume  n > 1   and let  F (T) £ A [T]

be a nonconstant polynomial of leading coefficient 1 such that F if ,/f A É ?aA f

tot every a. fot which f2 i Pa (this exists by hypothesis); say, F (T) = T   + • • • +

fl„. Set G(TV T2) = Tk2F(Tl/T2) = T\+ ••• + aqt\. Clearly, G(fv f2) £ P,

so  G (f , f ) £ P    tot some  a.  Since  PA.    is a prime ideal of A ,    it then fol-

lows that f - £ P .  But  F(T)  is monic, consequently also /. £ P    tot the same a.

It is now clear how to proceed: If F. (T) £ A [T]  is a nonconstant monic

polynomial for the Towber pair (G(f , f A, f,), set   Gl(Tl,T2,   T,)   =

G(G(TV T2), T3) = G(Tj, T 2V + /} (■■•), where / = degree of F ^T). Clearly

one has G x(f v f2, fA £ P, so G x(f v fy /?) ePa<    for some a', hence f} £ P¿

by an entirely similar argument as before.  Since  F   (T)  is monic, G(f., f ) £

Pi   as well.  From the induction hypothesis  one then has /,, / 2 £ P  > .

At the outset, P C Pafor some  a.  Therefore  P = P    tot this  a since  P  is

maximal among the ideals inside   \^JP   .

Corollary 3.6 (Towber, Simis).   Let D  be a noetherian normal domain whose

quotient field is not algebraically closed, let  / C D [X     • • • , X  1 be an ideal and

let W be a nonempty subset of the "variety" of I in  Dn = D x • ■ • x D.   For d £

W, set Pd = ketvd where v¿; D [X .,•••, X ]//—» D  is evaluation at d.   Then

the family ÍP.L        is of maximal type.

Proof.   By Proposition 3.5 it suffices to show that  \P\j\j£W is a family of

Towber type.   I will in fact prove something much stronger, namely, that there ex-

ists a "universal" polynomial for all pairs  (/, g)  such that /, g £ \JP ,.

First I claim that there exists a nonconstant monic polynomial in D[T]  hav-

ing no roots whatsoever in the quotient field  K of D; for otherwise, it follows

from the normality of D that every monic polynomial over  D  splits completely in-

side  D.   That is, if D    is the integral closure of D  in an algebraic closure  K of

K, then D = D', so  K = K as well.

Next, it is enough to consider the case  / = (0) (cf. Proposition 3-3 (bis)).

Let /, g e \JPd, d £ W.  If d £ W  is such that g /i Pd then   g (d) = vd(g) ¿  0,

therefore vd(g) becomes a unit in the ring D     .   ., hence v , extends to a homo-

morphism v ¿. (D [X v "-,Xj)g-* D^(g).  Let F(T) = Tk + • • • + dQ £ D [T] be

chosen as above.  Then vd(F(f/g)) = *rf(/*/«* + • • • + dQ) = (vd(f)/vd(g))k +

•••  + dQ   which implies  vd(F(f/g)) / 0  because  vÁfl/vÁg) £D     .  ,CK   and,

by assumption, F(T) has no roots in  K.  It follows that  F(f/g) i P .A   , as re-

quired.
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It is a well-known fact that finite families of prime ideals in an arbitrary

ring are of maximal type; this is because an ideal is not contained in a finite un-

ion of prime ideals unless it is contained in at least one of these prime ideals.

An argument reminiscent of the one used to prove this result yields the following.

Proposition 3.7.   Le7 A  be a ring and let \P ., 1 < i < t] be prime ideals of

A  with no inclusion relation among themselves.   Then \P ., 1 < i < íj  is a family

of Towber type.

Proof. Let /, g £ U'=i ^•- One may clearly assume that g £ P. for at least

one i (otherwise the Towber condition is emptily verified). Let g £ P .,--•, P ,

g i P   +. , • • • , P    (s < t) and distinguish two cases:

(1) / £ Ps+ ,,•••, P . In this case the Towber condition for the pair /, g is

easily verified with  F (T) = T + g fot instance.

(2) / i P . for some  j such that s + 1 < / < 7.  Rearrange the  P's  in such a

way that / / Ps+ ,, ■ ■ • , Ps+k_1  and / £ Ps+k, • • • , Pt, with  k > 1.  Now, for

each j = s + l,-..,s + k-l  let a . e A  be such that a . £ P. and a . ¿ P   .,,
; ; ¿it7

•••, P   (this is possible by assumption).  Set  F(T) = T + Hs_~.a ..   One readily

verifies that  F(f/g) £ Ps + {Ag, •••, P(Ag.

Other examples of families of Towber type are obtained by looking at topo-

logical rings and rings of convergent series.  More precisely, let A  be a topologi-

cal ring whose topology is linear.   Recall that this means there exists a funda-

mental system (/. )  of neighborhoods of  0 consisting of ideals.  Suppose, more-

over, that A   is separated and complete with respect to the given topology.  Set

A\Tl, ■••, Tn\ = lim(A//x)[T1, ••-, Tj,

where the  7"'s  are indeterminates; A\T , • • •, T   ! is a separated complete topo-

logical ring whose topology is linear and it can be identified with a subring of

the formal power series A [[T , •••, T   ]]. Recall that [5 , 7.5-3] given

(a .,'••, a ) £ A", there exists a unique (continuous) A-algebra homomorphism

/ : A\T j, • • •, T n\—* A  such that f(T {) = a. (l < i < 72).  Moreover, if the a .'s

are   topologically   nilpotent,   there   exists   an   A-algebra   homomorphism

A[[TV ..-, Tn]]—> A  such that  T^i-» a. (l < i <n).

Similarly, if  K is a complete nondiscrete valued field and  E  a subset of

Kn = K x • • • x K, one may consider the subring  K((T., • • •, T  ))E of

K[[T .,•-•, T   ]] of convergent power series on E (cf. [l, §2]).  Thenif a£E,

the evaluation f *—* f(a) is a well-defined A-algebra homomorphism from

K({Tv...,Tn))E to K.

In any case, one can also consider evaluations modulo an ideal.   Furthermore,
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whenever evaluations of A [[ T ., • • •, Tj] ate concerned it is understood that

they are defined relative to topologically nilpotent elements.

Proposition 3.8.   Let A  (resp. K) be a noetherian normal domain equipped with

a complete linear topology  (resp. a complete nondiscrete valued field) such that

the quotient field of A (resp. K) is not algebraically closed.   Le t R stand for

either A\T x, •••, Tj, A[[T v ••-, Tj] or else  K((T |f •••, T n)) E and let I

be an ideal of R.   Let  W be a nonempty subset of the variety of I in A" (resp. E)

and for each a £ W   ¡et   P   = kerf   , where v  : R/I-* A (resp. K) is the evalua-

tion at a.   Then the family \P   \     w is of maximal type.

Proof.  The proof is verbatim the proof of Proposition 3-6.

It is easy to see that an arbitrary family of prime ideals in a principal ideal

domain is of maximal type.  In fact, a more general result holds:

Proposition 3-9 (P. J- Cahen).  Let A  be a Dedekind domain with torsion

class group.   Then an arbitrary family of prime ideals in A  is of maximal type.

Proof.   Let \P   i be a family of prime ideals, where  f  is a valuation associa-

ted with P   .  For a given  P       not of this family, there exists, by hypothesis, a

nonnegative integer n = n(v A such that  P"   = Ay   tot some y £ A.  Then v(y) =

0 for every v /= v      hence y fc P    tot every v ^ v..  In particular, if S = A - \^P

then any nonzero prime ideal of S~lA  is of the form S~lP .

Let me turn now to the question of the homeomorphism between the maximal

spectra of the rings S~ A  and (S')~1AI   introduced in §1.  There is no apparent

reason to conjecture that these spectra are homeomorphic in general.   However one

can  prove the following result:

Proposition 3-10.   Let A   be a domain and let A'   be a commutative A-algebra

which is a free A-module of finite rank.   Let \P   \ be a family of maximal type in

A  and suppose that, for every a, there exists a unique prime ideal P'   of A'

lying over P      Then  the maximal spectra of S~lA  and (S')~1A'  are homeomor-

phic, where S = A -   \\P    and S' = A' - U P' ■
v    a a.

Proof.  By Lemma 1.2, it suffices to consider the rings S-1A  and S~ A'.

Since   iPai is of maximal type, a maximal ideal of S_1A  is of the form S~  P .

Let P'a be the unique prime ideal of A'   lying over  P  ; then, clearly, S~lP'   lies

over S~1Pa. If, moreover, P' € spec A'  is such that S~lP'  lies over 5-1P   then

5_lpa=(P'n A)S~1A =S-1(P'n A); therefore  P' = P'a .  On the other hand,

S~ A    is integral over its subring S~ A.  The conclusion is now derived from the

easy
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Lemma 3.11.  Le7  R C P'   be commutative rings with R' integral over P.   //

for every maximal ideal of R  there is one single maximal ideal of R    lying over

it,  then the maximal spectra of R  and R    are homeomorphic.

Proof.  The   homeomorphism   is in fact canonical; by integrality, the continuous

mapping   / : spec R   —» spec R  defined by  P i—►  POP   induces a continuous

mapping /        : max R   —► max R  which is a bijection by assumption.   On the other

hand, / is a closed mapping since   R'//'   is integral over R/l'C\ R   for every ideal

/   of R .  Therefore / is closed as well.
' max
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